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Optically assembled droplet interface bilayer (OptiDIB) networks from cell-sized microdroplets

Mark S. Friddin, Guido Bolognesi, Yuval Elani, Nicholas J. Brooks, Robert V. Law, John M. Seddon, Mark A. A. Neil and Oscar Ces*

We report a new platform technology to systematically assemble droplet interface bilayer (DIB) networks in user-defined 3D architectures from cell-sized droplets using optical tweezers. Our OptiDIB platform is the first demonstration of optical trapping to precisely construct 3D DIB networks, paving the way for the development of a new generation of modular bio-systems.

Droplet interface bilayers (DIBs) have recently emerged as a powerful and versatile tool for assembling a lipid bilayer between two aqueous microdroplets immersed in oil. The technique works by supplying lipids to either the water droplets (lipid-in) or the surrounding oil medium (lipid-out) and allowing time for the lipid monomers to assemble at the water-oil interface prior to positioning the microdroplets into contact. To this effect, droplet manipulation has been achieved using a variety of different methods including manually or robotically controlled micromanipulators, compressible PDMS substrates, electrokinetics, and microfluidics.

Fundamentally, DIBs have several advantages over the conventional methods used to assemble model membranes, such as supported lipid bilayers, black lipid membranes and liposomes. These include relative ease of assembly, high mechanical and temporal stability, the compatibility with high-throughput generation on chip and, perhaps most significantly, the ability to form interconnected 2D and 3D DIB networks. The assembly of DIB networks is interesting as it enables the formation of more complex systems by incorporating protein channels, pores and other cellular machinery. To this accord, DIB networks have been shown to behave as bio-batteries and current rectifiers in addition to propagating enzymatic cascades. There have also been advances concerning the development of DIB networks that operate in physiological (i.e. aqueous) environments, using micropipetting and microfluidic technologies. This is significant in the context of synthetic biology as it supports the concept that these microdroplet networks could be used to form minimal cells, micro-reactor networks, biological circuits, smart biomaterials and minimal tissues.

To fully realise this goal, it is desirable for DIB generation strategies to have: (i) high spatial and temporal resolution for the manipulation of cell-sized microdroplets (ii) the flexibility to assemble any user-defined network either in 2D or in 3D (iii) the capability of addressing and discriminating between heterogeneous droplets to enable the assembly of complex DIB networks from multiple droplet types.
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Our lab has previously shown the controlled assembly of 2D DIB networks from three alternating 40 pL droplets inside branched microfluidic channels in addition to the construction of more complex 3D DIB networks inside a linear channel device. In both methods the ability to customise the network topology was dictated by the channel geometry. In another approach, Bayley and co-workers have shown the automated assembly of thousands of 65 pL droplets into complex DIB networks from two individually addressable sources by 3D printing. More recently, the same group has also shown the construction of 3D DIB networks using magnetic fields by inserting magnetic beads into different manually dispensed droplet types ranging from 80-200 nL in volume. Although both techniques offer the ability to assemble bespoke 2D and 3D networks, a potential drawback of the 3D printing method is the inability to independently re-address individual droplets after dispensing, while the limiting factor of the magnetic bead technique is the relatively large droplet volumes. Contactless laser-based approaches to DIB formation, which exploit the fluid motion generated by either the thermocapillarity effect or Marangoni convection, have also been proposed. However, these methods offer little or no control over the positioning of individual droplets and do not allow the formation of 3D DIB networks.

Here we report a new method to assemble complex 2D and 3D DIB networks from cell-sized microdroplets < 15 pL in volume (< 30 µm) using a single-beam optical trap (optical tweezers). The formation of the optically assembled DIB (OptiDIB) is confirmed by demonstrating the interdroplet exchange of calcium ions through alpha haemolysin (αHL) nanopores inserted into the membrane. The novelty of our OptiDIB platform is the ability to assemble 3D DIB networks by directly trapping the microdroplets individually with the laser as opposed to exploiting the collective droplet motion triggered by laser-heating effects. While DIB formation has been achieved using the former, the lower refractive index of the aqueous droplets in relation to the oil medium prohibits direct trapping with optical tweezers and limits droplet manipulation to a ‘kicking’ effect which precludes the possibility of assembling 3D networks. Although this can be overcome by re-shaping the laser beam through either static or dynamic optical devices, the problem can also be circumvented entirely by adding sucrose to the microdroplets to reverse the refractive index contrast. Using our approach, we show that optical tweezers in combination with a motorised microscope stage can be used to drag and drop cell-sized microdroplets in 3D to assemble 2D and 3D OptiDIB networks with user-defined connectivity for the first time. To our knowledge, the OptiDIB networks with 2D/3D architectures assembled herein are among the smallest and most complicated reported to date.

Microdroplets were generated off-chip (see ESI†) and loaded inside a well on top of a PDMS coated glass coverslip. In this configuration the well could be scanned for suitably sized microdroplets, which were individually trapped with the laser, lifted off the PDMS coated surface by displacing the objective in the Z direction and repositioned for network assembly by moving the microscope stage in the X or Y directions. Once a suitable number of microdroplets were collected, 2D or 3D OptiDIB networks were assembled in user-defined configurations by precisely positioning individual microdroplets into contact (Fig. 1). Once manipulated into contact, it was found that the droplets became attached and the interdroplet interface became deformed within a few seconds. The strength of the interdroplet bond, which we attribute to bilayer formation, was highlighted by our ability to drag the second droplet in 3D via the first, an effect that could also be reproduced for a short chain up to four microdroplets long (See ESI†). By connecting more droplets, a linear and a branched 2D OptiDIB network, “IC”, was assembled (Fig. 2A), in addition to a closed ring structure from 9 droplets (Fig. 2B). The infrequency of droplet coalescence observed during or after network assembly indicated that the OptiDIBs formed were extremely stable. It was also found that the droplets remained intact for over 24 hours provided that no droplet shrinkage was observed. Interestingly it was noted that this shrinkage phenomenon, which has been reported previously for similarly sized microdroplets in oil, was not routinely observed in our experiments. We speculate that this may be due to the inevitable variability of the water to oil ratio of the final
microdroplet dispersion manually dispensed into the well.

![Fig. 3](a.png) The assembly of a 3D OptiDIB network using optical tweezers. (A) Schematic representation of a droplet pyramid assembled from 11 microdroplets and brightfield micrographs of the (B) top, (C) middle and (D) bottom tiers of the network constructed. Scale bar for all micrographs = 15 µm.

While membrane proteins have been studied in DIB systems where both bilayer leaflets are composed of one lipid,2 or the same mixture of lipids,3 it is understood that the bilayer leaflets of almost all biological membranes are compositionally asymmetric,28 This asymmetry is thought to play a key role in cellular processes,29,30 including the gating of protein pores,31 partly via its influence on the membranes mechanical properties. Bilayer asymmetry can be achieved in DIB systems by supplying the two constituent droplets with different lipids.32 To show that asymmetric DIB networks can be assembled using our method, we prepared multiple populations of cell-sized microdroplets containing vesicles composed of different fluorescent lipids (See ESI†). The use of the appropriate filter cubes enabled the different droplets to be identified by fluorescence microscopy prior to collection for network assembly. To this effect interconnected 2D OptiDIB networks with alternating droplet types (Fig. 2C- D) and a more complex branched network from three droplet types (Fig. 2E) were constructed. The micrograph composites in Fig. 2 highlight the size/volume of the droplets (ø <15 µm, V <1.8 µL), the degree of bilayer asymmetry introduced into the OptiDIB networks and the ability to assemble asymmetric OptiDIB networks in topologies which cannot be achieved using standard microfluidic techniques.

Another feature of our method which cannot be fully replicated using conventional microfluidic approaches is the ability to construct user-defined 3D DIB networks from cell-sized droplets. To illustrate this capability we assembled a 3 layer droplet pyramid by precisely positioning 11 individual droplets (ø <20 µm, v = <4.5 µL) into contact (Fig. 3A). While a similar structure has been reported previously, significantly larger droplets were used.16 Brightfield micrographs at each focal plane show a single microdroplet (Fig. 3B) stacked on top of a three droplet network (Fig. 3C) which sits on top of a seven droplet network (Fig. 3D). It was noted that the 3D

![Fig. 4](b.png) Confirmation of DIB assembly by showing the interdroplet exchange of calcium ions (A) Schematic drawing illustrating the movement of calcium ions (red dots) through αHL nanopores inserted into the DIB into the neighbouring droplet containing the calcium sensitive dye Fluo-4 (stars). (B) Droplets containing Fluo-4, αHL and EDTA in buffer were manipulated into contact with droplets containing calcium chloride and αHL in buffer (circles). (C) A single droplet containing Fluo-4, αHL and EDTA in buffer was used as a control (squares). Scale bar = 10 µm.

OptiDIB networks, which were typically assembled from similarly sized microdroplets, were stable for the duration of our experiments and did not collapse. We attribute this stability to the presence of lipid bilayers at the droplet interfaces, as indicated by the deformation of the droplets in our brightfield micrographs in Fig. 3 B-D.

To verify the presence of lipid bilayers at the interdroplet interfaces of our OptiDIB networks, a fluorescent assay was performed using a calcium sensitive dye (Fluo-4) to detect calcium ions diffusing through αHL nanopores inserted into the membrane (Fig. 4A).13 As calcium ions cannot passively diffuse across a membrane and the assembly of αHL pores requires the presence of a lipid bilayer, the observation of a gradually increasing fluorescent signal is indicative of OptiDIB formation. To demonstrate this effect, droplets containing buffer, αHL and either (i) Fluo-4 and EDTA or (ii) calcium chloride were prepared. Droplet pairs were subsequently assembled using the laser (Fig. 4B) and a single type (i) droplet was used as control (Fig. 4C). Fluorescent micrographs of the droplets were taken at regular intervals and analysed using ImageJ to determine both the intensity and the size (See ESI†) of the type (i) droplets. After 10 minutes the fluorescent signal of the droplet pair in Fig. 4B increased ca. 1.4x (See ESI†), while the intensity of the control droplet remained constant. A slightly larger signal was observed over the same time period for bigger droplets selected from the same preparation (See ESI†), suggesting that the signal to noise ratio is sensitive to droplet volume. Since no droplet shrinkage was observed in either instance, we attribute this...
increase in the fluorescent signal to the passive influx of calcium ions through αHL from the neighbouring droplet, thereby confirming DIB formation. Given that 1.75 M sucrose has not been previously reported to block αHL pores, and the characteristic time for calcium ions to diffuse across a 20 μm droplet containing 2M sucrose is ca. 8 s (see ESI†) our data suggests that the rate limiting step of the fluorescent assay is determined by the rate of ion transport across the bilayer. As the rate of ion transportation can be tuned by functionalising the bilayer with biological or synthetic nanopores, it is plausible that DIB networks could facilitate reaction cascades where both sequence and reaction rates are controlled exclusively by the properties of the DIB. This presents tremendous potential for the construction of versatile and highly regulated smart drug delivery systems, drug screening platforms, bio-sensors and minimal artificial tissues.

In conclusion, this study showcases a new technique for rapidly assembling cell-sized microdroplets into user defined 2D and 3D DIB networks using optical tweezers. Our method surpasses the requirement for a complicated optical setup, is versatile, contactless, and benefits from both high spatial and temporal resolution. This approach thus enhances the range and complexity of network geometries that can be assembled. The OptiDIB networks we report are extremely stable and, to our knowledge, are among the smallest and most intricate reported to date. These developments are especially important given that DIB platforms are increasingly being recognised as powerful architectures for fabricating micro-reactors, artificial tissues, artificial cells and bioelectric circuits and have already shown promise as the basis for a new generation of networked bio-devices. Given the flexibility of the technology, individual droplets can potentially be added and removed from a biological circuit, enabling for instance the addition of a power module to start or sustain a reaction and the removal of waste droplets containing the reaction products from a micro-reactor network. Ultimately, the complexity of a given network is only limited by how many types of droplets a user wishes to add to a network as the flexibility of the plug-and-play optical trapping approach enables the users to sort between them. Miniaturisation to cell-sized dimensions further increases its relevance as a platform technology in synthetic biology, and facilitates applications of OptiDIB networks for drug pharmacokinetics screens as compartmentalised delivery vehicles.
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